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Black student sit-in wins demands from administration
While new African-Am erican history course is not guarenteed, Provost agrees in principle.
After nearly 27 hours of negotiations, 
meetings, press conferences and sitting, 
a group of approximately 70 blptfk 
GVSU students cheered the signing of a 
"Statement of Understanding” that rec­
ognizes multiculturalism and racial sen­
sitivity as important aspects of the uni­
versity’s curriculum, housing, student 
activities and food service policies.
“Hey... we did it!” announced Ca- 
nara Price, one of 7 black students cho­
sen by the demonstrators to represent 
the group’s demands to the media and 
university officials, and conduct nego­
tiations. Other members of the “Se­
lected Student Committee” were Ray 
Bennett, Mary Jo Dennis, Stacy 
McGinnis, John Sanders, Emerson 
Sheffey and Nikki Smith. The commit­
tee was voted by acclaim shortly after 
the bulk of the demonstrators had gath­
ered, in response to the media’s call for 
a statement. While some, such as Price 
and Bennett, were elected on the 
strength of their involvement in campus 
minority affairs and the informal meet­
ings that preceded the sit-in, 'Others, 
such as Sheffey, were caught unawares 
when named to the negotiating team.
“It took me by surprise when they 
voted me in, but hey— I figured I had 
to do whatever I could to make the ne­
gotiations work,” said Sheffey, after the 
sit in
University officials involved in the 
talks were Dean of Student Services 
Bart Mcrkle, Dean of Minority Affairs 
Don Williams, Director of Student Ac­
tivities Bob Stoll, Director of Housing 
Rick Hankc, Provost Glenn Niemeyer,
and Upward Bound program Director 
Amie SmithAlexander. President Arend 
Lubbers was requested for the talks 
also, but was in Florida for his spring 
break.
The sit-in, which filled the east hall­
way outside Merkle’s office on the sec­
ond level of the Kirkhof Center, was 
regarded by participants and adminis­
trators as well-run and peaceful.
According to Don Williams, dean of 
minority affairs, “Students conducted 
themselves in an exemplary manner. 
They handled themselves calmly and 
orderly in the negotiations.”
The sit-in began around 10:30 a.m. 
on Thursday, March 29, with no notice 
given to administrators, professors, or 
non-black students. Television crews 
and newspaper reporters were alerted 
ahead of time by unidentified callers.
A press conference was called for 
noon, and at 12:15 Ray Bennett and 
others issued the first public statement 
from the group. The theme of the sit-in 
was set as committee members told re­
porters some of
PHOTO BY JULIE EDINGER 
The jit-in negotiating team unwinds after the signing ceremony. (I to r): Mary Jo Dennis, 
Canara Price, Ray Bennett, John Sanders, Nikki Smith, Emerson Sheffey and Stacy McGinnis.
the conditions 
and questions 
that led to the 
demonstration. 
“The majority 
of minority stu­
dents were all 
placed in one 
Hall (Kistlcr),” 
said Mary Jo 
Dennis. Ray
See SIT-IN p. 2
This “statement of understanding” resulted from negotiations between the demonstrators' committee and 
university officials. Some points, such as 3, 4 and 14 will directly protect the interests of all students, 
while others, such as 6, 11 and 15 will work ‘behind the scenes’ to bring mulitculturalism to Grand Valley. 
Points 9,10 and 13 require faculty approval before being adopted by the university.
I The AssistantProvost/Dean of Students will send a memo to all faculty which explains the meeting and sit-in that occurred 
on Thursday and Friday, March 29 and 30, 1990, at the Kirkhof Center. The memo will stipulate to all faculty that students 
who participated in the sit-in should be able to make up missed work within a reasonable amount of time without penalty.
2. The university will develop a racial sensitivity workshop for all current and future food service management and employees 
pnor to Fall, 1990.
3. The Housing Office will establish a Discipline Committee to revise the housing discipline procedures prior to Fall, 1990, for 
publication in the Housing Handbook. These procedures will include a non-housing adminstrator as a member of Ore 
Housing Board who is approved by the student negotiating team. The committee will include up to 3 students designated by 
the student negotiating team.
4. The Housing Discipline Committee will draft a racial harassment policy statemnet for the Housing Handbook which whill 
be linked to the houisng discipline system by Fall, 1990 and include a step-by-step procedure for racial offenses. </
5. The Housing Office will hire two African American graduate assistants for Fall, 1990. The student negotiating team may 
designate up to 8 students who will participate in the interview and selection process with housing staff.
6. The university will establish 4 Multicultural Assistant (MA) positions for Fall, 1990. Three MAs will be in Housing (Robin 
son, Copeland, Kistlcr) and 1 MA will be in Student Activities. The MA position will have the same remuneration as a 
Resident Assistan (RA) position. An additional 3 MAs will be hired in Fall, 1991 for Living Centers I and II and the Ravine 
Apartments Appropriate joFdesCTlphhhCATTbc'writteTl WTTJle MAs.
7. The Housing Office will hire an Assistant Director-level African American staff member by Fall, 1991 If no such position 
is vacant, the position will be added.
8 The University will develop a racial sensitivity workshop for all Resident Assistants as a part of the RA Training Program 
pnor to Fall. 1990.
9. The university will develop a 3-hour multiculticultural awareness sequence and seek to have it incorporated into the 
Freshmen Seminar by Fall, 1990. In order to achive this goal, to reduce racial tension and to increase multicultural sensiUv 
ity, the administration expects this racism awareness component will be added to the Freshman Seminar course and that 
GVSU is committed to doing whatever necessary to carry this out.
10. ’Die university will begin the process to develop a required general education course on Multiculturalism by Fall. 1991. The 
adminstration will agree to influence the appropriate committees in every way legally possible and exert the necessary 
influence to have the course included in the general education program.
1 1 The Provost will send a memo to all faculty which (1) expresses the importance of mulucultural infusion into the curriculum 
and (2) urges faculty to include multicultural perspectives m their courses.
12. The university will provide professional staff in run workshops for all professors to achieve an integrated curriculum. Ap 
propriatc evaluauve and monitoring measures will be instituted to determine progress toward the achievement of multicultu 
ralism in die curriculum. These workshops will commence in Fall. 1990, and will continue until the realization of the 
objective.
13. The university will hire a faculty member to develop and teach a course in African-Amencan history by Fall, 1990, and the 
university w ill begin the process to ahve the course designated as a general education course. The administration will agree 
to influence the appropriate committees in every way legally possible and exert the necessary influence to have the course 
included in the general education program.
14 The university will develop an informatinal brochure which Public Safety pfficers will give u> any student who is arrested 
or issued a court appeamace citation. The brochure will provide informauon about court procedures, terminology and how 
to seek legal assistance.
15 The Office of Student Activities will establish an Advisory Board to review and to recommend policy for die use ol 
facilities and the adminstration of acuvides and events. The student negotiating team may designate up to 2 students to 
serve on the advisory board for Fall, 1990 An African-American faculty or staff person will be appointed to serve as 
ombudsman representing student concerns related to Housing and Student Activities. This position shall exist until such 
time as a full time position is added.
PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
I he ke\ ingredient to a sit-in is sitting.
THIS IS THE FIRST IN A TWO-PART SERIES ON THE SIT-IN HELD BY BLACK STUDENTS AT GVSU ON MARCH 29 AND 30. NEXT WEEK, THE LANTHORN WILL EXAMINE SOME OF 
THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF THE SIT-IN, AND THE IMPACT THE "STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING” WILL HAVE ON STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Page 2 i .The Lanihom April 4( 1990 , r , , *
SIT-IN
From p. 1 ----------------------------
Bennett stated that the students 
had come to “protect GVSU 
from serious racial problems” 
and Nikki Smith spoke of creat­
ing “courses that share the black 
experience, (because) once you 
know someone, then you’re bet­
ter able to live with them."
By 2 p.m. the Fust of several 
negotiation sessions started. 
Dean Merkle, interviewed by a 
television reporter just before 
going into the session, spoke of 
the university’s interest in the sit- 
in. “We have problems on our 
campus, just like any campus. 
Any time a student has a prob­
lem, it’s a legitimate concern of 
the school.”
Copies of the groups demands, 
titled “Issues that Need to be 
Addressed,” had spread across 
campus, drawing some curious 
onlookers and a few non-minor­
ity students who wished to join 
in. The well-disciplined group, 
apparently following agreed-to 
rules, largely refused to comment 
to bystanders, including a Lan- 
thorn reporter who asked such 
simple questions as “What’s 
going on?”.
“I’d like to help, but I felt cut 
out of it,” said a white student as 
she left the Kirkhof Center at 
3:30 p.m. Professor James 
Walker, stopping by in the after­
noon, told demonstrators that he 
would have joined, if only he had 
known in advance about the sit- 
in. Even Amie SmithAlexander 
and Don Williams, who special­
ize in working with minority stu­
dents, were unaware of the pend­
ing sit-in, although Williams said
Thursday evening that he “knew 
something was up, but I didn't 
know it would be this.”
Another statement by Williams 
. seemed representative of the atti­
tude of other administration ne­
gotiators. “I’m sorry that condi­
tions have to exist like this. These 
kids didn’t make up these prob­
lems, they just identified them. 
Many of the things they’ve asked 
for are already being worked on, 
but if people don’t know what 
you’re doing, you’re really not 
doing anything.”
A third session started at 9 p.m. 
and concluding near 11 p.m. 
found both demonstrators and 
administration in agreement on 
all points, in principle. Students 
however, wanted the latest draft 
compromise formalized and 
signed by university representa­
tives. Dean Merkle, who has au­
thority to act for the Provost in 
certain circumstances, requested 
that another session be held the 
next day, Friday, when Provost 
Niemeyer could be in attendance. 
Merkle made his request because, 
“some of the things these agree­
ments cover, especially curricu­
lum, are best left to the Provost 
It’s his area of expertise.”
The type of course the demon­
strators wanted, a 3-hour general 
education course, requires pro­
posal by a department and divi­
sion, approval by the General 
Education Subcommittee, the 
University Curriculum Commit­
tee and the P t o v o s l  The Admini­
stration by itself cannot mandate 
any course’s creation or removal.
According to Associate Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
John Gracki, “In a case like this,
what we (administration) can do 
is show leadership, but curricu­
lum selection is up to the fac­
ulty"
When Ray Bennett announced 
at 11:10 p.m.that talks could not 
continue until the next day, the 
sit-in reached its lowest emo­
tional point. After explaining that 
Merkle wanted to include Ni­
emeyer in the talks, and answer­
ing questions concerned with the 
possibility of a university stall 
tactic, a growing number of stu- 
, dents wanted to go home. After 
more discussion, Bennett made a 
final appeal. “Look, if one of us 
leaves, we all leave. But if just 
one of us is going to stay, then 
we all stay. What’s it going to 
be?” While he was not answered 
by a totally united voice of ap­
proval, the group did unroll its 
sleeping bags and comforters, 
and began preparations to bed 
down for the night. Mary Jo Den­
nis summarized the mood of the 
day— “I am black, I am an Afri­
can-American. I ’m proud of my 
heritage. So many of us have 
been taught that we have little 
value in this society. I know this 
just isn’t true. I want a chance to 
leam about my own native cul­
ture.”
After a final flurry of media ac­
tivity, as TV. crews shot live 
interviews for 11 o’clock news 
shows, Kirkhof Center slowed 
down and everyone got ready for 
day 2.
When negotiations reopened on 
Friday morning, there appeared 
to be some slippage on the ad­
ministration’s side, which was 
explained as the fine-tuning of 
the language of disagreement. In
principle the two sides, were sup­
posedly still on the same track. 
To aid in the last steps, the stu­
dents requested that Amie 
SmithAlexander join them. Ac­
cording to Her; “When the stu- 
dents came to me to help them, it 
wasn’t because it was ‘us’ against 
‘them’: it was just to get someone 
in here who could help them with 
the procedure and the language.” 
Another press conference was 
held at 11:30 a.m., just prior to 
the Provost’s arrival. Along with 
the press, several Housing staff 
members and white students at­
tended, and some serious ques­
tions were asked.
Ray Bennett explained the rea­
son for the sit-in. “We’re not here 
against the white students. We 
came here to talk to the people 
who we think are the problem, 
the administration.”
When asked why white and 
Hispanic students and organiza­
tions hadn’t been invited to par­
ticipate, Mary Jo Dennis ex­
plained that, “...it wasn’t that we 
went looking just for black stu­
dents. It’s just that we (black stu­
dents) came together... this is 
what came out of it.”
“We’re here for all the students 
at GVSU. You know there are 
tensions here. You know there 
are some racial problems here. 
Why should we be uncomfortable 
with each other?
When the questioner, a white 
male, said that he felt he was not 
being given a chance to exhibit 
the very awareness that the group 
was working for, Canara Price 
responded by saying that, “We 
(GVSU) already have a group 
that’s open to all students, the
Black Student Union. The BSU is 
not open just to blacks, it’s open 
to everybody.” Several white stu­
dents immediately responded by 
asking why the group couldn’t
Un­
ion,’ without reference to race. 
SmithAlexander, present with the 
students in front of reporters, re­
plied that, “(when) the BSU was 
started, we wanted a group that 
would reflect African-American 
culture. We had to start it by our­
selves... Removing ‘black’ from 
the name just to make whites 
comfortable is just the sort of 
thing these kids (demonstrators) 
are talking about.”
Before this issue, so far the 
only one addressed by non-par­
ticipating students, could be more 
fully developed, Provost Ni­
emeyer was reported to be in the 
building, and the press confer­
ence ended.
The final session involved sev­
eral trips for new drafts, and fi­
nally, by 1:45 p.m., tired but 
smiling students emerged from 
the conference room to announce 
to about 70 demonstrators that it 
was all over but the signing.
The atmosphere was fairly 
electric as the final draft was pre­
pared, as though a spark might 
burst the emerging bubble at any 
moment, but just before 2 o ’clock 
administrators and students filed 
past the several copies and signed 
amid smiles of pride and relief.
After congratulations and a 
brief address from the Provost, 
the seven committee members 
conducted a short prayer, and the 
sit-in concluded as Ray Bennett 
stepped into the hallway to read 
the final agreement aloud.
Issue 25
1 9 8 9 -9 0  Student Senate Completes Term
The 1989-90 Student Senate has reached the end of its term. The 
Senate had its good moments arid its not so good moments, just like 
any other governmental body. /Jut is provided an academic year full 
of learning experiences fqf ^ dnators and non-Senators alike.
This was the first year of the famed Student Life Fee. The Senate, 
with the aid of the Allocations Committee, was faced with the 
sometimes dangerous task of distributing this fee among the many 
student organizations in a manner consistent with the policies and 
regulations of the University and the Senate. But through dedication, 
hard work, and some assistance from Ann Leslie, and Bob Stoll the 
Allocations Committee and the Senate accomplished that task. It
definitely was a learning experience.
The Senate Community Affairs Committee held a successful Open 
Forum on the Jail Issue which was to come before Ottawa County for 
a vote. They then provided students with an opportunity to register 
and vote on the isue in their respective townships. Once again a 
learning experience for Senators and non-Senaiors alike.
The list of the '89-'90 Senate's accomplishments goes on, but you get 
the point. It has been a year of experiences, good and not always so 
good, but the Student Senate again provided a valuable means 
through which the Senator's and the students of GVSU could leam .
I M M  Vote! ! ! ! B M J M
Student Senate elections will be held this week Wednesday, April 4 and Thursday, 
April 5. Polling will take place in the Kirkhof Center, Library, Commons, and at the 
Eberhard Center. It is important that all students vote in this election. Don’t delay; 
vote Wednesday or Thursday!!!!!
■Uif.A,:;
Paying Taxes on a Student's Salary
Afrfil4,1990 ' th iL h h tfo h t1), rE Page3
— Revisited
(On January 31, 1990, The 
Lanthom published an article 
entitled, “Paying taxes on a stu­
dent's salary." Over the past 
two months several concerns 
were brought forward to The 
Lanthom regarding the content 
of the article and some possible 
problems which could result i f  a 
student were to use that informa­
tion when filing their tax forms.
Special thanks go to Sue Mar­
tin, a GVSU Associate Professor 
of Accounting and Taxation, who 
set the record straight for us. 
And from her notes we intend to 
do the same for the GVSU com­
munity — Ed.)
Paying taxes on a student’s 
salary can vary from one person 
to the next. However, because 
the latest in tax laws tend to con­
fuse American taxpayers so 
much, many people have a hard 
time figuring out just what ex­
actly they do owe the govern­
ment.
Last January was a perfect ex­
ample of just how confusing 
these guidelines really are. The 
article that appeared on January 
31 (V.24, #19), had three major 
points that should be cleared up.
1. Single taxpayers with less 
than $5000 gross income are 
not required to file a tax re­
turn.
In general, a taxpayer with a 
single filing status would be en­
titled to a $3100 standard deduc­
tion plus a $2000 personal filing
25% OFF
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for all Grand Valiev 
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Gale Research Inc
A SSIST A N T  EDITORS
Gal« Resaarch Inc , a major publlstwr 
of reference books for libraries world­
wide, Is seeking candidates for edito­
rial positions to do research and writ­
ing for our books. Bachelor's degree 
In English, Language or Humanities Is 
highly preferred; college course work 
and Interest In literature of many peri­
ods Is required. These are entry level 
positions that offer advancement op­
portunities Our benefit package In­
cludes flexible working hours; medi­
cal, dental, optical and prescription 
drug Insurance, tuition assistance; 
and paid time off between Christmas 
and New Year's. If Interested, please 
send resume, college transcript (If 
available) along with a typewritten, 
nonretumable expository writing 
sample of a literary nature (no journal­
ism articles, poetry or short stories) 
with salary requirements to
Editorial Positions 
College Recruiters 
GALE RESEARCH, INC 
Penobscot Building 
Detroit, Ml 48226 
At Equal Opportunity Employer MT
exemption for a filing threshold 
of $5100. However, many stu­
dents are declared as dependents 
on their parent’s return. In that 
case the new “kiddie tax” provi­
sions apply.
Only one personal or depend­
ency exemption is permitted per 
individual, so if the child is de­
clared as a dependent on the par­
ent’s return, they are not entitled 
to any personal exemption on 
their own return.
The gross income of the child 
must be segregated into two 
categories: earned (salary, 
wages, earnings from labor, etc.) 
and unearned (interest income, 
dividends, etc.).
A maximum of $500 of the to­
tal standard deduction ($3100) is 
permitted on unearned income 
and a standard deduction up to 
the maximum of $3100 is per­
mitted dollar for dollar for 
earned income.
This “kiddie tax” provision is 
intended to prevent income- 
shifting from the parent to the 
child.
Unearned income up to $500 
is not taxed due to the $500 stan­
dard deduction permitted on un­
earned incomernneamedlncome 
from $500 to $1000 is taxed at 
the child’s rate, and unearned in­
come in excess of $1000 is taxed 
at the parent’s rate.
If the child only has unearned 
income greater than $500 and' 
less than $5000, the child is not 
required to file a tax return, but 
the income may be declared and 
tax paid on the parent’s return.
2. If you qualify as an inde­
pendent contractor and earn 
less than $5100, you are not 
required to file a return and 
are not subject to withholding 
taxes.
Assume you do qualify as an 
independent contractor and 
earned less than $5100. The 
money paid to you as an inde­
pendent contractor is still taxable 
and you are required to file if 
you earn more than $400 in this 
status.
The income will either be re­
ported as “other income” or on a 
Schedule C. More importantly, 
social security taxes will NOT 
be avoided. The low filing 
threshold of $400 is intended to
force social security taxes to be 
paidonSclieduIeSE.
Not only will the student have 
to still pay social security, but 
they will pay at a higher rate. 
For example, in 1989 the social 
security tax rate for an employee 
is 7.51 percent whereas the self- 
employed rate was 13.02 per­
cent
Income taxes will not be 
avoided by qualifying as an in­
dependent contractor. The 
money earned may still be sub­
ject to income tax and underpay­
ment penalties could apply if 
quarterly estimates are not paid 
in an adequate amount to either 
meet your current year obliga­
tion or at least as much as was 
paid in the prior year.
3. Independent contractor 
status has never been defined. 
This status may apply to in­
ternships and temporary jobs.
The IRS has broadly defined 
the employee-employer relation­
ship to include anyone who per­
forms a service for you if you 
control what will be done and 
how it will be done.
According to page three of
Circulars ," I f  an employer-em- 
ployee relationship exists, it does 
not matter what it is called The 
employee may be called a part­
ner, agent, or independent con­
tractor. It also does not matter 
how payments are measured or 
paid, what they are called, or 
whether the employee works full 
or part time.”
Student internships and tem­
porary jobs would generally not 
qualify for independent contrac­
tor status. The facts and circum­
stances of each situation must be 
evaluated but it is unlikely most 
student employment arrange­
ments would qualify as “self- 
employed” or “independent con­
tractor.”
Further, such schemes could 
be considered as evidence of “in­
tent to evade tax” and subject to 
penalties for tax fraud and pos­
sible criminal prosecution by 
federal, state and local income 
tax administrators.
(Quotes taken from Circular E 
— Employers Tax Guide and 
West's Federal Taxation for In­
dividual Income Taxes — 1990 
Edition.)
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Enter Onr Sweepstakes Ibday And Finish At 
The Most Exciting Race In Europe.. .The Tour De France!
As you race to the finish o f the school year, 
be sure to enter our “RACE TO THE FIN ISH ” 
Sweepstakes, where you could win one o f these 
great prizes:
GRAND P R IZ E -ONE W INNER 
An all-expense-naid trip for two to Paris for the 
1990 Tour de France
FIRST P R IZ E -5 0  WINNERS 
A Raleigh Assault* or Finesse* All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND P R IZ E -5(H) W INNERS 
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE -1.000 WINNERS 
A sports water bottle.
To enter, just race over to the campus contact 
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on 
one o f our featured desktop PCs. It just might be 
the most rewarding test of your college career'
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN'
ZENITH
data systems
I'omi No 1246
HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8,1990!
l/raphics simulate Microsoft* Windows a product of Microsoft ( orporalion 
•(Qualifying systems include /  28b L F  Model 20, /  28b l.P/12 Model 20. Z  286 
I.P/12 Model 40 when purchased with any Zenith Data Systems VG A Monitor
C I'M). Zenith Data Systems
>/>/.-*//// / /  r r  e r r s  J r  rr.
Wednesday
April 4, 1990
Dear Editor,
Stand up and clap, laugh and shout, or get out of 
my seat to seriously “decapitate” the actors: these 
were my two choices after 1 saw the ridiculous pro­
duction of AMERICA HURRAH! Friday Night.
On the verge of the black student sit-in where the 
world’s problems are again coming to a head, this 
outrageous fiasco of America life was being pre­
sented. I know for a fact that I was not the only 
person stewed by this play, and that many others 
share my opinion. It only makes me wonder what 
the Communication department hierarchy was 
thinking this time. I realize that promoting critical 
thinking is sometimes a true motivator of the thea­
ter, but this is going a little far.
There are going to be people like me who arc 
outragje4,at this, and there will be narrow-minded 
people who think “ ...well, that’s the way it is, so 
why not show i t ” We are a material society that 
banks on every word that the television puts before 
us (act 2), and we do have a social merry-go-round 
that runs us all in the employer cycle (act 1). But, 
do we really expect to have resorted to devil wor­
ship (act 3) by the year 2000!!! I think not Let’s 
have a little more faith than than that in our society, 
and the one we will be living in.
All this criticism aside the actors did a fine job 
portraying very difficult roles. I give them credit.
See HURRAH p. 5
T h e  Q u e s t i o n :
Last year fewer than 2%  of GVSU's students voted in Student Senate 
elections. This year there are several more candidates than Senate 
positions. Given the Senate's power over the Student Life Fee will you 
vote in this year's Senate elections?
(Elections will be held next Wednesday and Thursday).
Reviewer is not racist
In Response to the Letter of Ms. Comor:
I’m disappointed in your letter that appeared in the Lanthom 
last Thursday. I can’t believe that someone who is furthering 
themselves in education could still be so narrow of mind (I’m not 
just talking in musical opinions)!
Music has no color and neither does my opinion. As for my­
self, I listen to most music (everything from Classical to Heavy 
Metal) without a thought as to the artists’ color. My first thought 
is “Do I like this music?” not “Is the artist black or white"? If I 
don’t like it I don’t listen to it or I don’t bother reading the review 
on iL
I do not think this world was “created by and for white males." 
I strongly advise you to consider re-educating yourself; obviously 
you failed to expand your horizons beyond black and white to 
accept everyone as individuals.
Chris Lentine, (Italian-American)
To the Editor:
Responding to the March 28th issue of Therese Comor’s article 
titled “Music reviews narrow in scope...”
When I and some of the other gendemen on our dorm floor 
read the article by Therese Comor, we became outrageously of­
fended. It wasn’t only because of the complaint about Kris Gair 
reviewing only rock music, but also some of the prejudice state­
ments made.
It is completely wrong to call a person a racist or prejudice be­
cause he doesn’t review the type of music you enjoy. I particu­
larly listen to heavy metal and good old rock ‘n’ roll music. I’m 
not going to label Kris Gair a racist because he doesn’t review my 
type of music.
I’m sick and tired of seeing and hearing complaints that people 
are prejudice because of the unconscious things they do. But say­
ing things like: “Being an African American female in a world 
created for and by white males...” and also the statement: “For the 
last three hundred years African Americans have heard the same 
old lme, and believe me, we didn’t buy it then and we sure as hell 
don’t buy it now...," are absolutely uncalled for.
I’m sure most people understand that just because she is Afri­
can American doesn’t mean she listens to only rap music or rap 
music at all, but if you make statements like: “your precious Cher 
and Joan Jett," she is contradicting herself. I myself don’t listen 
to Cher or Joan Jett, but making the remark “your precious” signi­
fies that she believes that all white people listen to Cher and Joan 
Jett.
Some advice to anyone who doesn’t like Gair’s or anyone 
elsc’s reviews: When I read the sports section in the newspaper, I 
read about hockey and basketball, painfully skipping over golf 
and bowling. A kind suggestion simply put, “if you don’t like it, 
don’t read it.” But if you feel the need to speak out and comment, 
please leave out the radical statements that label people unfairly.
So when she wrote “To all my African American brothers and 
sisters..." as a conclusion, she basically is saying that this article 
and the typo of music she listens to (Paula Abdul, Janet Jackson, 
etc.) pertains only to African Americans. If I were to conclude 
this article with: "God be with all my fellow white Americans,” it 
would be considered racist and down right ludicrous.
As a Grand Valley student, let’s stop making critical judgments 
of each other. Let’s stop making reference to “us” and “they," 
and start making reference to “we."
Respec fully,
Matt Schwartz “ Yes, even though I don’t live 
on campus I would still like to 
voice my opinion and have a say 
in school policies.”
Tina D. Loomis 
Advertising/PR 
Junior
“Yes, I think it is important t 
students to get more involved 
elections as well as other a. to 
tics.”
Torey Whitten
Business
Sophomore
“No, 1 feel Student Senate 
should be run by students on 
campus and I don’t live on cam­
pus."
Dave Trudgeon
Finance
Junior
“Yes, I think I will vote, be­
cause the Student Senate decides 
how my money is going to be 
allocated and voting is the only 
way that my opinion can influ­
ence those allocations.”
Harry Crane
Economics
Sophomore
“Yes, I’m going to vote. We 
need a liason between the stu­
dent body and the student life 
committee. Voting for Student 
Senate is my way of contribut­
ing.”
Tricia Olsen -—>
Advertising/PR
Freshman
“No, 1 never gel involved in j 
campus activities. I don’t live 
on campus so I don’t have time \ 
for it.”
John Koolstra 
Accounting 
v Sophomore
My Turn is a secuon devoted to expressing the personal views of 
members of the GVSU community. Letters should be addresses 
to the Opinion Editor, Lanthorn, Kirkhof Center. Anonymous 
opinions will not be printed. For purposes of verification only, 
phone numbers must accompany letters. Please limit letters to 300 
words. The Lanthorn reserves the right to edit for space and 
^readability.___________________________________________
My  Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out
REALITY t PERCEPTION
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Reviewer offended taste, not race
To the editor:
1 was very glad to read an edi­
torial in which a student had a 
definite opinion and wrote in ex­
pressing it. However, I did not 
like the way in which the student 
argued her point. I am referring 
to the letter written by Therese 
Comor that appeared in the 
March 28 Lanthorn.
She pointed out that Kristoffer 
Gair’s music reviews were never 
on any other type of music than 
what is mainstream, and she 
does have a valid point here. Mr. 
Gair does tend to leave out mu­
sic such as gospel, rap, folk, 
new age, etc. and concentrate on 
popular music.
At the same time, though, 1 do 
not think one can accuse him of 
having a one-track mind. One 
cannot ignore that he has done a 
fair job o f reviewing different 
types of music within the main­
stream flow. He has reviewed
artists such as Motley Crile, 
Cher and Depeche Mode— all of 
which are listened to by different 
audiences. Also to Mr. Gair’s 
credit is that he certainly is not a 
wishy-washy columnist. He has 
at many times given records bad 
reviews whose artists had repu­
tations for good record sales.
I do agree then with Ms. Co­
mor in that it needed to be 
pointed out to Mr.Gair that per­
haps he should review an even 
wider range of music. What 
clouded her argument, though, 
was the issue of race. She men­
tioned race several times in her 
letter. She made the statement 
that “African-Americans have 
heard that same old tired line... 
(they) didn’t buy it then and 
(they) sure as hell don’t buy it 
now.” Such a statement leaves 
the reader feeling as though Ms. 
Comor is not just saying that Mr. 
Gair should recognize other
types of records as contributing 
to the music industry. It leaves 
one feeling as though she is im­
plying that this is not just an is­
sue of a person being sensitive to 
other people’s tastes, but that 
this is an issue of race, also.
She then goes on to reassure 
the reader that “(she) feel(s) 
groups with a message... are ig­
nored. Not because they’re 
black, but because they aren’t 
mainstream.” I feel that this is an 
accurate statement.
In closing her letter, however, 
she says, "To all my African 
brothers and sisters, peace.” This 
again brings up the subject of 
race. By this time I am hoping 
that this letter is not about a par­
ticular race but about the need 
for people to be considerate of 
other people’s preferences. The 
“few other people that might 
agree” are not just those of Afri­
can origin. I am sure a few
people from every race would 
agree with Ms. Comor.
Ms. Comor obviously feels as 
though “being an African- 
American female in a world cre­
ated by and for white males” is
k v - ,. . "
not easy. For her and others who 
share similar opinions, I think it 
would be of great benefit for the 
students of Grand Valley to hear 
why.
Amy Fletemier
HURRAH From p 4 --------------
because many of them expressed 
how much they disliked doing 
such a sadistic production. Still 
why waste the talent of these ac­
tors with such crap? The theater 
and Communication depart­
ments’s only reason to have such 
a crowd was because CTH 101
(aka Ellis Hell) was required to 
attend.
Let’s stop putting on such ri­
diculous productions that rip at 
American life, and start going 
back to those that make you 
think, yet still give you the 
chance to smile.
Note: Way to go Therese Co­
mor— Take 6, Janet Jackson and 
company deserve a spot in the 
Lanthorn's spotlight. Good luck!
I hope this gets some wheels 
rolling...
Steve Hill
HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
But ...You aren’t sure what plasma is used 
for or whyvwe pay for your plasma donation?
■"PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, used for the preparation of plasma products, diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and 
patients.
•All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation,
Plasma donations require 1 &112 hours o f your time.
You can earn $30.00 and help others 
by donating plasmatwice each week.
SERA-TEC PLASMA 
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE 
GRAND RAPIDS 
241-6335
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ANNUAL 
SPRING SALE
APRIL 9-13
A SPECIAL SALE 
EACH DAY
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OF THE WEEK
(REFRESHMENTS SERVED IN LOBBY ON TUESDAY)
M O N D A Y
buy a greeting card and get a free stamp
TU E S D A Y
20% off everything*
30% off stuffed animals 
TH U R S D A Y
buy a t-shirt and get $5.00 off shorts
FR ID A Y
buy a general reading book and get 
50% off 2nd book of equal or less value
except textbooks, newspapers, magazines, film 
processing, postage stamps, and food items
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Ethnic Festival hopes to draw big crowd next year
By Timothy Lee Allen
Staff Writer
While many students were 
“sitting in” Thursday, just a few 
steps away many of their peers 
were experiencing the sights and 
sounds of the Ethnic Festival.
The festival was held from 12 
to 9 p.m. in the Promenade Deck
of the Kirkhof Center. It fea­
tured over a dozen food booths 
with food ranging from Polish 
Kielbasa, chicken and greens of­
fered by Delta Sigma Theta and 
chicken curry with rice, Sri 
Lanka style. Ethnic music of all 
kinds permeated the background 
and a good time was had by all.
About 15 student organiza-
PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
tions were present. One of 
these, El Renaciemiento, had 
tables showing authentic cloth­
ing and mementos from eight 
Hispanic countries in North, 
Central and South America. Ed­
ith Rubio a junior from Chile, 
mentioned that all of the things 
the Hispanic student organiza­
tion had on display belonged to 
individual members.
Although Cynthia Slagter en­
joyed the festival, the Spanish 
professor was a little disap­
pointed by the turnout.
“I wish more students knew
this festival will get more people 
to come next year.”
Shelia Williams’ thoughts 
were in line with Professor 
Slagter’s. She believes that the 
festival is a great idea but she 
thought more people should ex­
perience it. She also thought 
that each ethnic group should be 
given a weekend or a couple of 
weekdays during the year to 
share their culture.
Professor A1 Walczak, who 
teaches Polish, believed that the
Mexico's booth at the Ethnic Festival featured colorful costumes (fad 
spicy nachos.
%
PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
Traditional food and garb were represented at China's booth during 
last Thursday's Ethnic Festival. • -  t
university should build a center 
for international students where 
they can get together and talk. 
Also, American students would 
benefit because they could come 
there to learn more about foreign 
countries.
Student Support Programs Di­
rector Ginger Randall favored 
both Miss W illiam s’ and
Walczak’s ideas but said that 
neither would become reality 
for quite some time. She said 
that at present, the university 
doesn’t have the funds available 
for either endeavor. She also 
said that many of the ethnic 
groups just don’t have enough 
members.
Audience learns about Eleanor Roosevelt
By Phil Seykora
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, March 26, Grand 
Valley was treated to a grand 
display of the acung talent of 
Toni Gillman as she starred in a 
one-act, Lunchbreak senes solo 
performance of Eleanor. A Cele­
bration.
Growing up in mid-town Man­
hattan does have some advan­
tages, At least for Tom Gillman.
Toni Gillman started school 
and acting at the same time. 
While she was still unable to 
read, memonzing soap opera 
lines became a daily routine. At 
the age of 10, she began her the­
atrical training, and at 11 she 
made hef debut on Broadway 
with Will Geer (“Grampa” on 
the TV senes The Waltons) in 
Let Freedom Ring.
She attended Barnard College 
for Women at Columbia Univer­
sity in New York City and re­
ceived her degree in Music from 
the College of S t Scholastica in 
Chicago.
During her working years, 
Miss Gillman traveled between 
New York, Chicago, and Los 
Angeles, and was regularly em­
ployed in radio, television, and 
stage.
While in ,New York she was a 
regular panelist on the ABC-TV 
show Women Want to Know. 
Little did she know that one day 
she would portray one of the 
guest panelists, Eleanor Roosev­
elt.
According to Lygeum Produc­
tions, “ All her life, Eleanor 
Roosevelt openly considered 
herself an'ugly duckling’. Bom 
into wealth, she became a soci­
ety matron, stiff and prudish, and 
from the age of nineteen on - as 
the wife of Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt - was always in the 
public eye. She suffered the ter­
rors of a mother whose four sons 
were in combat, experienced 
humiliating betrayal in her mar­
riage, learned to become tough 
and fearless as a complex ‘do- 
gooder’ and faced failures in her 
personal life as well as the con­
stant scorn and vicious hatred di­
rected at her because of her ac­
tivist social concerns.”
“An' extraordinary woman 
whose vision extended far ahead 
of her lime, Eleanor Roosevelt 
reflects the extraordinary story 
of the greatest woman America 
has produced.”
Gillman's husband, Gordon 
Davis, writer and director of 
Eleanor. A Celebration, was a
long time actor, writer, producer, 
director and novelist (author of 
the novel The Face of Chalk ), 
and even had a role as a reporter 
in the World War II play Stars 
&Stripes.
After doing some acting in his 
hometown of Boston, the young 
man headed west There he did 
some more acting before he 
started his distinguished career 
in radio and television.
He eventually became the Ex­
ecutive Producer of Group W 
Television Productions and then 
vice-president. He later estab­
lished and ran the first all-news 
station in Los Angeles^ •
When Mr. Davis and Miss 
Gillman are not traveling the 
Midwest presenting fabulous 
shows, they reside in the small 
northeastern Minnesota town of 
Cloquet.
President's Ball 
honors seniors
By Michelle VanDeCreek
Staff Writer
The fourth annual Presi­
dent’s Ball was held March 
31 in the Kirkhof Center. 
The decorations succeeded in 
transforming Kirkhof into a 
beautiful showplace. Many 
people came and enjoyed the 
festivities.
This year’s President’s Ball 
was held to honor graduating 
seniors and Maxine Swanson, 
chairperson of the Board of 
Control here at Grand Valley. 
Andrea Battjes, president of 
Student Senate, hosted the 
"evening! President Rubbers ~ 
was not in attendance due to
See BALL p. 12
V_______________ J
Dancers 
rom the 
Milwaukee 
Ballet 
performed 
in the dance 
studio last 
Tuesday as 
part of "A 
Master 
Class in 
Ballet."
PHOTO BY 
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Myriade back by popular demand
Bv Sandra L. Planisek
Siaff Writer
The biggest audience of the 
season marveled at the vocal 
foursome Myriade in their fourth 
annual performance at the 
Lunchbreak Series last Wednes­
day.
Four happy confident voices 
combined to produce music as 
rich as any choir’s and as joyful 
as any child’s. Performing mad­
rigals, rondels and glees span­
ning the 15th through the 20th 
centuries, the unaccompanied
and unamplified voices filled 
Louis Armstrong Theatre with 
rich stereo-like music.
The Cleveland-based group 
began their performance late as 
the large crowd, bolstered by 
several choir groups from local 
high schools, took longer than 
usual to purchase their lunches. 
Unfortunately several pieces had 
lo be omitted from the program.
However, Aija Jirgensons, 
Gary Jacoby, James Shrader and 
Timothy Clark performed a large 
number of pieces, including the 
most popular and humorous
Masterpiece, written in 1987 by 
Paul Drayton to commemorate 
the classic composers of history.
Each piece was carefully ex­
plained by the group and a les­
son in Middle English intro­
duced Hurd’s rondels with lyncs 
by Geoffrey Chaucer.
Myriade will not return next 
year but promised to return in a 
subsequent year.
The April 6 Lunchbreak has 
been canceled so the Lunchbreak 
Senes has reached it's conclu­
sion for this year.
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The aerobics c lasses have become Incredibly popular 
this year.
This year began with three to four  classes per week, 
and now there are up to tu>o per day.
They are at 7 and 9 p .m . and have about 65 people in 
each class.
CAMPUS RECREATION
“ W e  i l o  h i
t l i a n  j u s f  p l a y
By S arah  Stinson
Sports Editor
“We do more than just play 
games;” that’s the motto of 
the Campus Refcreation 
Office, headed up by Director 
Leroy Hackley and housed 
downstairs in the Field House.
Judging by the number of 
activities they offer and the 
recent explosion of participa­
tion in these events, it is 
obvious that they do much, 
much more than just play 
games.
The program has grown im­
mensely in Hackley’s four 
years as the director. The 
Campus Rec. Programs now 
attract about 5,500 partici­
pants yearly, making it one ot, 
if not the, most popular serv­
ice on campus.
When most people think of 
campus recreation, they think 
of the intramural events that 
are offered, but intramurals is 
actually only one of the three
areas that campus recreation 
has to offer.
Along with IM, they also 
conduct an outdoor recreation 
program which includes the 
ski hill and the fitness trail, 
and a fitness program that 
involves both students and 
staff.
The outdoor recreation 
phase of the Campus Rec. 
Department also includes the 
golf driving range, cross 
country skiing, canoeing and 
camping. Both the driving 
range, located behind Lubbers 
Stadium, and the ski hill offer 
rental equipment at reasonable 
rates.
The fitness area of the 
division includes aerobics, the 
staff S.H.A P E. program and 
the fun runs.
The aerobics classes have 
become incredibly popular 
this year, as Hackley says, 
“The program.is really taking 
off; it’s just a zoo now.”
This year began with three
to four classes per week, and 
they’re now up to two per da\ 
They’re at 7 and 9 p.m., and 
nave about 65 people in each 
class.
The intramural activities 
continue to be the most 
popular, however, as they 
encompass a wide variety of 
sports and participants.
Basketball leagues and tour 
naments, bowling, racquetball 
volleyball, walleyball, soft- 
ball, badminton, track and 
wrestling meets arc just a fcv. 
of the sports offered through 
intramural competition.
Hackley, who believes he 
has the best job on campus, 
says it’s all about having fun 
He encourages everyone to get 
involved, and thinks no one 
should hesitate to come out 
and play.
“I think a lot of kids miss 
out because they feel they 
have to be good athletes, and 
that’s wrong; we’re just here 
to have fun.”
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7  think a lot of kids miss out because they feel 
they have to be good athletes, and that’s wrong; 
we’re ju s t here to have fun. ” —  Leroy Hackley, 
Campus Recreation Director
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The intramural 
activities continue 
to be the most 
popular cam pus  
rec. activity.
They encontpass a 
wide ixiriety of 
sports and 
participants 
Basketball 
leagues and 
tournaments. 
Ixnvling, 
rucquetlxill, 
volleyball. 
u 'alley ball, 
softball.
badminton, and 
track and 
wrestling meets 
are just a few of 
the sports offered 
through intramural 
competiticv).
ROGRAM:
i r e
p i n e s
)r those who are still 
litant to lace up the ole’ 
tboks and drill three 
aters for one of the many 
I hoop teams, there arc still 
ngs to do. They now offer 
ay computer game touma- 
its, such as Trivial Pursuit 
I golf, among others.
Jvcn with all the growth 
; success of the program, 
vever, there arc frustrations 
[conic along with Hack- 
f’s job. The entire depart- 
nt is run on about $15,000 
ear, and he feels that they 
ild continue to expand if 
had the funds to do so.
Dne of his main projects 
uld be to incorporate non­
it) team sports into his 
artment. “I’d like to see 
|sports clubs in the Campus 
Department," Hackley 
'By nature, that’s where 
1 should be.” 
pe feels that they arc not 
ting enough support and 
Bance where they are now,
and that incorporating them 
with his program could clear 
up many of the clubs organ­
izational and financial prob­
lems.
In the meantime, however, 
the Campus Recreation 
Department continues to 
provide valuable services to 
Grand Valley studenus.
Hackley is quick to point 
out that there are benefits of 
the programs that are just as 
important as the physical 
fitness area, such as the social 
and mental aspects.
It’s a relaxed atmosphere, an 
easy way to meet people, and 
helps to get students away 
from the pressures of daily 
college life.
Hackley adds, “It’s a great 
way to get rid of stress and 
frustrations, and if students 
can’t find anything to do away 
from the books, that they’re 
not looking in the right placqs. 
Campus Recreation provides 
something for everyone.”
0:
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Punctuality
Tra-la-la, tra-la-la spring is 
here, tra-la-la. Doesn’t spring 
just make everything nice? Who 
cares if you have an exam to­
morrow, the birds are singing. 
So what if your 25 page geogra­
phy paper is due on Monday, en­
joy the weekend!
Isn’t spring the greatest time 
of the year? Flowers are bloom­
ing, the sun is shining and a few 
brave souls wear shorts around 
campus just so they can show off 
their fading spring break tans.
Love is in the air. Couples are 
coupling (either out of the blue, 
or they break up with their cur­
rent lovie to go out with some­
one new) but never the less, the 
annual ritual of boy-meets-girl 
or girl-meets-boy is once again 
in bloom.
BARF! I’m sorry every body.
I can’t go through with this. I 
mean, I really love spring, the 
flowers and all that stuff, but I 
can’t write sap.
Spring is great. The birds are
out If it rains, it doesn’t freeze 
to your hair. You don’t have to 
wear long underwear or tie a 
scarf around your face. I just like 
being able to walk to campus 
without trudging through 3 feet 
of snow across the tundra.
Warm weather isn’t it great?
Am I getting to sappy again?
Enough is enough. Spring is a 
lovely time, April showers, May 
flowers blah...blah...blah, but 
this time of year brings the re­
turn of many other things.
Worms. YeSr the swallows 
might be back in Capistrono, but 
the worms have wormed their 
way onto the surface of the side­
walks of GVSU. How ironic!
We have to give up an hour of 
sleep? Wait just one minute. I do 
not feel I should “spring ahead” 
my clock one hour just because 
we live in this time zone. I want 
my sleep and no one should be 
able to take that away from me.
Ahem.
Sorry, but I had to get on my
soap box and protect my rights, 
especially the ones that take an 
hour of sleep from me.
T Other spring reminders are...
Kool-Aid ads with that huge 
Kool-Aid guy show up during 
prime time TV.
Speaking of TV....
Yes, it’s the return of the re­
run. Need I say more about how 
annoying that is?
Bathing suits are no longer on 
sale.
The biggest sure sign of spring 
is that oh so stressless time of 
scheduling t o  fall classes when 
most are closed or not even of­
fered.
Oh how I love spring. What a 
wonderful time of year. I 
reccommend everyone just sit 
back and relax with a glass of 
Kool-Aid, watch some reruns in 
last year’s bathing suit, take a 
nap for an hour and wait for your 
pet worm to arrive at your door. 
This, of course, comes after 
you’ve scheduled for classes.
8. Greek Council President 
Laura Lavoie/Shake N ’ 
Bake
7. Assistant Director of 
Housing Andy Beachin- 
eau/Rick's Buddy
6. Lanthom Music Critic
Max Gibbard/The Mouth 
That Bored
3. Laker Baseball Coach 
Andy Chopp/Smiley
2. English Professor Roz 
Mayberry/Webster
1. Robinson Hall Directors 
Pete and Lisa Haines/The 
Ropers
Music
By Kristoffer Gair
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Peter M urphy: DEEP
For those of you who aren’t 
sure just where you’ve heard the 
name before, Peter Murphy used 
to be pan of Bahouse (I think I 
spelled that right) along with the 
group Love And Rockets.
After listening to the Rockets 
latest album, I don’t think I’d 
ever have known the two had 
ever been related. Where the L 
& R has a harsh punk sound to 
it, Murphy is mellow and sooth­
ing. I’d even like to say he is a 
New Age artist, but 1 won't. 
Let’s leave it at the fact he re­
sembles a New Age artist in 
some respects.
Deep was released back in 
1989 and, like a lot of other al­
bums, didn’t start to receive seri­
ous attention until recently. 
MTV has been playing the video 
“Cut’s You Up” and has had 
some sucess with it. That song is 
also what most listeners have 
heard the most of so far. How­
ever, it doesn’t resemble the rest 
of the album.
A few of the tracks feature 
ominous sounding music, with­
out the heavy guitar riffs backing 
it up, and Murphy’s powerful 
vocals. They are “Deep Ocean 
Vast Sea,” “The Line Between 
The Devil’s Teeth (And That
Which Cannot Be Repeat)” and 
“Marlene Dietrich’s Favorite 
Poem.”
The softer side of Deep con­
sists of “Shy,” “A Strange Kind 
Of Love” and “Seven Veils.” 
There is a track featured called 
“Roll Call” that lasts 6:32 and 
tight after it has a reprise of the 
same song that lasts 8:20. Maybe 
musicians don’t have to make 
sense. Did they ever?
Suffice to say it would be easy 
enough to trash this album be­
cause it lacks the same style of 
songs as “Cut’s You Up,” but 
variety is the name of the game. 
Funny I should say * that too. 
Lately I’ve been told I lack that 
characteristic. A little criticism 
never hurt anybody, though.
In conclusion, why should you 
buy Peter Murphy? If you like a 
smooth mellow sound that 
doesn’t switch into heavy metal 
or turn into something like Neil 
Diamond, this is an obvious 
choice. The slower songs are ac­
companied with music that 
makes even the dullest of them 
come off sounding unique and 
refreshing. The rest of it, the 
faster ones, speak for them­
selves.
By Andrew Kar
Driving Miss Daisy has won the Best 
Picture of the year, and it is good. No, 
great. Really great.
Jessica Tandy plays Daisy Wertham, a 
lady that does not drive well at all. So her 
son, Boolie (Dan Aykroyd) hires Hoke 
(M organ Freem an) to drive his mother. 
The problem is, Daisy doesn’t want a 
driver. That changes soon enough. The 
film then follows these two through the 
nex: thirty years.
Driving Miss Daisy finally arnved at 
Studio 28. Thank God for small favors! It 
is terrific film. Tandy was a shoo-in 
for best actress. She is a delight as 
strong-willed yet vulnerable. She 
ays been one of Am erica’s finest 
actrM&es, and in this film she really shines.
Morgan Freeman is quite possibly the 
finea| actor in Hollywood today. 1 am a big 
fan of his, and I have seen almost all of his 
films. His best performances were 
probably Lean on Me, Clean and Sober, 
Glory, and this film right here. He is re-
Dai
has
malleable and versatile, capable of work­
ing with an ensemble cast as well as a 
starring role. He is a powerful actor who 
will very soon receive an Oscar o f his 
own.
Dan Aykroyd was a real surprise here. 
His future may well be in drama, not 
comedy. Of particular interest was the re­
spect and friendship hinted at between 
Hoke and Boolie. Both cared for the same 
woman and both worked together for her 
welfare. From that I saw a friendship de­
velop between these two men that went 
beyond employer-employee.
One other note of interest. Hans Zim ­
mer did the soundtrack for this film. Mr. 
Zimmer also did the soundtrack for last 
year’s Best Picture, Rain Man. He is very 
good, and I do look forward to the next 
picture he scores.
I got seven dollars for Driving Miss 
Daisy. Highway robbery. Now see the 
film.
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Ufa the computer you 
need to succeed in the 
real world and a chance 
to use it there.
Try a \tinnh ish* and enter .Apple's Real World Sweepstakes 
V >u a >uld win a week at < >ne of these leading oigmizatioiis 
and a.Macinttxsh computer.
E n te r  A p ril 2 - A p ril 13 
208  M a n ito u  H all
in :* . ' kr-sHirr Itx v'wer|Nt.iKr' kules uu! Kr-yuijuof.s
. v *  • V t *  * ta .  i i r  v u i ' f o h /  -*rt r r g N » r n :  t r a d r r ia r t s  1 \ j t » r  i * m a r r  *n
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Lx-ix;
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1 Photo: 
Dwayne Porter 
Selection: 
Stu MacKenzie
The Photo of the Week is 
open to anyone interested.
Submit entries to 
Bob Bums in 
the Photo Department. 
Entries must be a black and 
white 5 x 7 or 8 x 10.
Every Saturday Night 
Catvary Church
Child Care 
Provided
C a lva ry  C h u rch !
Alternative.
THIS WEEK'S TOPIC
'God... How can I know 
He's alive"
DJ's Pizza Plus
Two r  Two T
Regular i Strombolis
"
1
One Sub, 1
Subs (with (2) Items each) OneStromboli ,
&
i
1 &
1
1 &
Two liters | Two liters 1 Two liters
of Pop for 1 of Pop for of Pop for
$ 6 .0 0 1 $ 6 .0 0 L $ 6 .0 0  .
^expires April 30,1990jexplres April,30 19901 expires April 30, 1990J
~Dor)tlorgef(our ALLYOlTCAlTEAT~JUFFET 
MONDAY FROM 5pm-9pm-Only $3.95 
NOW DELIVERING DURING THE DAY 
6085 Lake Michigan Dr., Allendale 895-5411
GVSU Orchestra 
presents “Music 
for the Dance”
The GVSU Orchestra, and Lee 
Copenhaver, Conductor, will 
present a free program entitled 
“M^ usic for the Dance.” The con­
cert will be held on Friday, April 
6 at 8 p.m. in the Louis Arm­
strong Theatre of the Calder Fine 
Arts Center on the GVSU Allen­
dale campus. Works to be per­
formed include Appalachian 
Spring Suite by Aaron Copland, 
Dance o f the Blessed Spirits by 
Gluck, Brahms’ Hungarian 
Dance in g minor, and Bolero by 
Maurice Ravel.
Choral ensembles to 
perform on Sunday
The four choral ensembles of 
Grand Valley State University 
will present a concert on Sun­
day, April 8 at 3 p.m. in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre, 
Calder Fine Arts Center on 
Grand Valley’s Allendale cam­
pus.
Included will be works by 
Mozart, Handel, Finzi, William 
Schuman, Diemer and Vaughan 
Williams.
The Festival Chorale, GVSU 
Singers, Madrigal Ensemble and 
Music in Motion will participate 
in this performance.
The concert will include two 
student conductors, Catherine 
Norris and Jack Lapp. The cho­
ral ensembles arc conducted by 
Professor Ellen Pool.
This performance is free and 
open to the public.,
CORRECTION...
The rates printed in the 3/28 
issue tor G V Apts were wrong 
They should have read.
Fall...$738/month
All sum m er...only $900/m onth
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BALL From p. 7- r
his vacation in Florida.
Entertainment began with the 
Grand Valley State Faculty 
String Quartet, then moved on to 
pianist Mike Knoll, and finally 
finished up with a D.J. for the 
dance held in the lower level of 
Kirkhof.
Limousine and carriage rides 
were available during the eve­
ning. However, the carriage 
rides were rained out before the 
evening was over, disappointing 
a lot of people.
Dinner was served on the 
Promenade Deck. Guests had 
their choice of chicken or sea­
food. Everyone seemed very 
pleased with the efforts of all 
those working the dinner.
The e/ening ended with the 
dance downstairs. All who at­
tended seemed to enjoy them­
selves very much. The fourth 
annual President’s Ball was a 
great success. ______________
Calendar of Events
Blood Drive
'Volunteer GVSUI/American Red Cross
The NOT FUNDED BY THE 
" ■ ' l ?  STUDENT LIFE FEE
Wednesday. April 4 from 11 am . to 4:43 pm .
Kirkhof Center 
For more info:
Student Activities Office at 895-3295.
Radio Free Grand Valley
Tri Sigma Sorority Balloon 
Ascension
—— Tri Sigma Sorority 
SundayTApril 8 at f  p.m. „
Collegiate Bible Studies 
Weekly Meeting 
Monday, April 9, at 7 p.m.
The Portside Room, Kirkhof Center 
Dan or Roxanne Hobbs at 677-3802.
“Well Fare” Day 
Dean o f Students 
Samples of nutritious and 
delicious foods available!
Wednesday, April 4 from 
11a.m. to 2 p.m. r
Kirkhof Center Lobby f  Nameof  Event______
For more info: Dean o f Students |  '
Office at 895-3585. |  Name Organization
I
Blow-Out Concert on the Lawn
Spectral Perceptions 
Wednesday, April 11 and 
Thursday, April 12 
(Weather permitting)
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. - DJ. Music 
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. - Live Bands 
Kirkhof Center Lawn 
For more info: George Bliss at 
895-3066 or 241-5115.
Kirkhof Center Lawn 
All funds raised go to play therapy for 
hospitalized children
For more info: Laura Colbert at 895-5213.
Wheelchair Basketball Game 
Therapeutic Recreation Club 
Sunday, April 8 from 1 to 5 p.m.
Field House Arena
For more info: Karen Heerspink at 895-6998.
.T o  gtt your activity listed, fill
• Z'Monce.
Please take this to The Lanthom office.
TYPESETTING Sc LASERJET PRINTING SERVICE
RESUMESICOVER LETTERSIREPORTS
FAX AVAILABLE
on  -  cSa t
<Sfi€c'udizal dotnhuiex <SzxvIoea 
 (616) 896-9367 9am  -  Sftm
I
Date and Time of Event or Meeting.
I Location of Event or Meeting.
Name and Phone Number of Person Submitting this
STUDENTS
Send your stuff home
The Packaging Store 
is America's new 
way students move.
HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8-5 
SATURDAY 9-1
C.OJD./Credit andI Cash
JENISON PLAZA
JENISON
457-0550
Getting your stuff home doesn't have to be 
a hassle. If you've got fragile cargo or a bike 
that won't fit • shipping small loads Is our 
specialty. We offer a complete line of 
professlonal packagtng supplies - from filler 
and tape to just the right size boxes so you 
can pack it yourself, or we'll pack and ship It 
all Tor you. Call us now for free pick-up 
and your stuff can be home before you are!
Packaging
Store
Brian’s
B o OKS
We buy and sell used 
textbooks everyday
3 R ansom  Ave NE 
Grand R apids, MI 4 9 5 0 3
454 -  2665
LES&Ulftl
SUI TES
$39 Double
* Complimentary 
Continental
Breakfast
'Kitchenette
•TV
•Free Local Calls
Located:
1/2 Block East off 196 
3825 28th St. SW 
Grandville, MI 49418 
Phone (616) 531-LAND 
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
CLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale Lost & Found Wanted Wanted .Fundraisers
Attention all students of busi- 
TK'ssrDeteStgma Ptls selling 
SOB T-shirts - only $7! Get 
yours today! Call Mike at 895- 
5908 or watch for our table in 
the Kirkhof. We don’t always 
mean business.
Found Ladies' Watch. Call & 
idenrifyat895-7477.'PayforAd.
Wanted
IBM Correcting Selectnc II 
Typewriter, superb condition, 
dual pitch, new platen, asking 
5265. Call Jody at 8954657.
ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging,consL, fishing, nurses, 
teachers, etc. Up to $7,000 mth. 
CALL NOW! 206-748-7544 
Ext. A-438
Need roommate in May to share 
apt in historic Heritage Hill Area. 
Reasonable rent Call for an in­
terview @ 774-0757.
Huge house near downtown needs 
two more roommates immedi­
ately! $120/month plus utilities; 
OWN bedroom.
Call451-0532 mornings or nights.
FUTONS: use as a couch in 
your apartment and fold down 
for a BED! Single wide, pine 
finish - compare with stores! 
$ 100 finished futon or build your 
own - $15 for plans and instruc­
tions. Send check or money 
order with phone and address to: 
G. Rahn
3532 Vinewood S.E., 
Grand Rapids, MI 49546 
FREE DELIVERY1"
Serious Photographer needs Fe­
male Nude Model - Call 842- 
2486 evenings for details.
Junior/Senior Students. Holland 
based plastics manufacturer has 
immediate opening fora market­
ing intern. Possible career posi­
tion. For more information call 
396-2321.
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted for
the Lxinthorn. $3.00 for the first 
15 words. $.15 for each addi­
tional word. $1.00 for border. 
All ads must be prepaid. The 
Lanthorn office is in the lower 
level of the Kirkhof Center. Send 
ads to the Lanthorn, Grand Val­
ley State University, Allendale, 
MI 49401. Deadline is six days 
prior to publication (Thursday at 
5p.m.). Special GVSU Student 
rate: $1.00 for first 10 words, 
(Minimum charge).
.w
Need a SUMMER job? 
Student Painters is hiring 
painters /foreman at $4.75 / 
$6.50 in the Livingston 
County and Charlotte areas. 
Call 895-7918.
Wanted: Back issues of the Lan­
thom - dating back to 1968. Look­
ing for a good reason to unload 
that pile of old papers? Here’s 
your chance. Stop by the Lan­
thom office or call 895-3120 for 
more info.
Students wanted: Italian Study 
Program. Sunny skies and 
beaches, a wonderml educational 
opportunity to travel and study in 
Europe. Visit Capri, Rome, and 
Florence. Eight hours humani- 
tiescrediL May 16-June6,1990. 
For information, call R. Pisacreta 
364-9450.
WIN A HAWAHAN VACA­
TION OR BIG SCREEN TV 
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 
IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser 
Commitment: Minimal 
Money: Raise $1,400 
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, 
frais, sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528 or 
1(800)950-8472, ext. 10.
/
/
Services /
/
Personals
TYPING - Term papers, resu­
mes and more! Reasonable rates. 
Call WORD PROCESSING 
SERVICES OF JENISON at 
457-1903 today!
IZIZTTZZZ
Need two more roommates? Two 
students for '90-'91 need place to 
stay. If interested call Mike at
Z Z Z  7 7 7 7 7 7 7  ZZ Z Z 7  ZZ  7 Z Z  Z Z Z 7 7 ~ Z Z 7 7 7 7  /  Z Z Z Z  ZZ 7  7  /  Z Z 7  ?  Z V  J  /  / l  i  i  I / z ,v  ,y  /  / y  /
Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting 
on campus every Tuesday at 5:30. 
For more info call Ed (895-9368) 
or Mike (235-0271.)
For Rent
Storage Space for rem 
895-4248
Call
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
t
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Lakers sweep Aquinas, 
get swept by Central
By Joe Lowden
Staff Writer
The Laker baseball team got 
off to a good start last Wednes­
day, as they swept the make-up 
double-header against Aquinas 
by the scores of 6-5 and 5-4.
Grand Valley took early leads 
in both games, and survived late 
inning Aquinas rallies. Jeff Clark 
and Ross Pleiness each received 
victories in the first and second 
game, respectively.
“We played better defensively. 
Matt McMahon hit the ball good 
for us all day,” said Laker Coach 
Andy Chopp.
Saturday the Lakers split with 
Hope College with a 10-0 loss in 
the first game and an 8-3 win in 
the second.
Hope’s Seth Parker held the 
leakers to two hits for the shutout 
in the first game.
In the second game, Ken Tol- 
lcson hit a two-run home run in 
the second inning, which made it 
2-0. From there the Lakers 
scored six more runs.
Travis Labelle, coming off 
shoulder problems from last fall, 
pitched 4-2/3 innings and struck 
out seven batters as he collected 
the victory. McMahon picked up 
his second save, throwing the 
last 2 1/3 innings.
Sunday the Lakers traveled to 
Mt. Pleasant only to be defeated 
by Central Michigan University 
14-0, and 64.
“The first game we didn’t do 
anything right. We made a few 
changes, however, the second 
game we had a chance to blow 
an inning open and we made a 
base running error,” said Chopp.
Jeff Terpstra collected his first 
two homeruns of the year in the 
second game. Terpstra claimed 
all four Laker RBI’s from his 
first inning three-run homer, and 
his fifth inning solo shot.
Ken Solak replaced Laker 
starter Todd Schmitt in the fifth 
inning and didn’t allow a base 
runner. However, the Lakers 
couldn’t get back the runs.
“Righcpow our pitching staff 
is solid, buLijs not stable. It's not 
settled,” said Chopp.
The Lakers play their first 
conference game this Saturday at 
home against Wayne State Uni­
versity. The Lakers’ overall rec­
ord is now 10-9.
Laker pitching (above) held 
Aquinas Iasi U ednesdav Both 
tartiny pitchers. Jeff Clark and 
Ross Pleiness. earned the wins 
in the double header Travis 
Labelle pill hed J -2 inntnys. 
striktny out seven, to yet the onlv 
win ayainst Hope on Siiturdas
In the second yame ayainst 
l enlral Mu luyan l nisersits 
triyht) Jeff lerpstra a> c ounted 
for all ft air Laker RIM s with a 
three run hi mer in the first and 
a  s ,  :  in thefijth.
I I P  i n  i s  h ' i B K l  v i  W ( i  k i  i n
...
M en’s tennis  
starts season  
strong at invite
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Grand Valley men’s ten­
nis team started off their season 
in a successful way with a strong 
showing at the Grand Rapids 
City Invitational March 23 and 
24.
They finished two points out 
of first place in the event that 
featured area competition 
Calvin, Aquinas and Grand Rap­
ids Junior Colleges.
Coach Tim Sutherland was 
pleased with the way the team 
played for the first match of the 
year, although the players were 
disappointed that they didn’t win 
the Invitational. Sutherland also 
saw that as a good sign, as the 
determination level is up going 
into the thick of the season.
The men didn’t fare as well in 
a dual meet against Western 
Michigan the following Sunday, 
losing 9-0.
Sutherland said the loss didn’t 
come as a surprise to them, as 
the Broncos are a top Division I 
program, but he was again 
pleased with the way his team 
performed under the pressure. 
He added, “If we play with that 
intensity and at that level 
tfirough the rest of the season, 
we will win most of our 
matches.
Sutherland is especially 
pleased with the play of two of 
his freshmen, Todd Daniels at 
number three singles and Terry 
Bell at six singles. He also added 
that Bell had been playing well 
with Doug Dvorak at third 
doubles.
The Lakers arc going into a 
big week with three conference 
matches, hosting Oakland on 
Wednesday and traveling to the 
U P to face Michigan Tech arid 
lake Superior over the weekend
Lift-a-Thon raises $10,868 as 
Marc Bland hefts 430 pounds
By S arah Stinson
SjxirLs Eiiilnr
Die sixth annual Lilt a I li*>n. held 
last Tuesday night. Ike .dreads raised 
over $10,000 tor the i aker loothall 
program
This yearS 1 ::: a Ihim was the 
niosi successful set t*>r die team. Ix>th 
in terms ol monetary and tan support
Iheir local alter die event was 
$10,868. vsitil about one tilth ol die 
total pledge money still uncollected
Sophomore Ben I.cwakowski was 
the top fund raiser lor the team, with 
$505.
At the event, the top lifter was sen­
ior defensive end Mare Bland, who
tx'ikhed 430, and senior line Kicker 
Charles Sippial was second with 41)8 
Coach Hobbs Howard and olten 
soe guard Doug Strehl both benched 
170 lor a third place lie. while fresh 
man running back Dan McLean was 
lilih w itii a 93 effort
Howard, who was in charge of the 
1 ill a Ihon. was gratedu 1 tor all the 
supjxirt ihev received, both in pledges 
and in attendance at the event 
"With all the support that has been 
exhibited, it helps us reach our goals 
and in turn we have a successful pro 
grain lor everyone
Bill Smith spots for Mall \L Suits as 
he attem/us a 245 [sound lift
PHOTO BY WENDY HILL
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Softball op 
with sweep
Terri Mcfar-
the Lakers left 
upped on base, 
unate to get 
its to produce 
mount of runs
men ted 
land.
By Jerry Smlgelski
Staff Writer
the Lakers 
mercifully 
112-0. . 
whole team 
m the bases
Offens 
hit the b 
extremel;
ach McFar- 
y Johnson
B m a nine in- 
ptain Sue 
anceonthe 
the win. In 
4 kerswon 
rong pitch- 
from Pam 
Brown and gnat .defensive
for a well called game behind 
the plate. Johnson also gunned 
down a runner attempting to
The Lady Lakers then ran 
into a solid, well rounded 
Wayne State team, and lost all 
three contests.
'  v  ' V
SeeSQ JFT B A tirprir
By Phil Seykora
Staff Writer t
The Lady Lakers were in 
Huntington, Indiana on Satur­
day, March 31 and won seven 
out of 14 events to place first 
overall at the Huntington Relays.
Dana Mast, Dindy North and 
Betsy Herp totalled 276’2 to 
place first in the javelin.
The shuttle hurdle relay team 
of Conni Klein, 16.09; Amy 
Jones, 16.53; Heather Th­
ompson, 16.56; and sophomore 
co-captain Julie Edinger, 16.24, 
took a first place and set a meet 
record with a total time of 
104.5.
Sophomore co-captain Conni 
Klein sad, “Our depth in the race
really showed in the shuttle re­
lay. We had four very strong in­
dividual performances, espe­
cially considering this was our 
first run over a full 100 meter 
flight".
Klein added,"We are all very 
hopeful and excited about the 
outdoor season.”
The 4 x 200 relay team also 
set a meet record in 147.0 with 
the team of Frankienc Hodges, 
27.06; Jennifer Cahaney, 27.41; 
Kelly Cole, 26.52; and Kristal 
Mack, 26.01.
The distance medley combina­
tion of Trena Yonkers, Debbie 
Pruitt, Laura Moore, and Sandra 
Terrell finished second with a 
12:42.8.
The sprint medley combina­
tion of Franklene Hodges, Jen­
nifer Cahaney, Kristal Mack, 
and Kelly Cole finished up the 
fust place and record meet relay 
with a 2:22.6 in the 800.
The 4 x 100 relay was accom­
plished in 52.2 when the team of 
Cahaney, K lein, Regina 
Brewer, and Hodges, 12.8; ran 
very hard and very fast to take 
first place and break the meet 
record.
Freshman co-captain and shot 
put sensation Tamie Gipe 
teamed up with North and 
Hodges to win the relay and set a 
new meet mark with a combina­
tion distance of 105’3.
In the 4 x 400 relay, Hodges,
See WOMEN p. 15
Men’s track places fifth in Huntington Relays
x 200 meter relay with a com­
bined time of 132.9.
In the distance medley, GVSU 
finished strong with the team of 
Jody Nelson, Jeff Finn, Brett 
Schafer and Ed Kiessel to grab a 
third place with a time of 
10:47.9.
The sprint medley team of 
Muhammad, Butler, Michael
Mull and Jeff Van Meter re- 
cieved second place honors for 
their time of 3:35.4.
Roger Bloomer, Tony Gray- 
stone, Pete Bodary and Kiessel 
took a sixth place with a time of 
18:52.5.
The 4 x 100 featured Steve 
Nederveld, Butler, Berkimer, 
and Muhammed combined their
. By Phil Seykora
Staff Writer
The men’s track team was in 
Huntington, Indiana to partici­
pate in the Huntington Relays on 
Saturday, March 31.
Brett Mikkelson, James But-, 
ler, Scott Berkimer and Nusun 
Muhammad placed third in the 4
Knowledge, in truth, is the great sun . . .
Attend Wayne State University in the Spring and/or 
Summer as a "guest" student and transfer your 
credits back to your home institution. Obtain an Ap­
plication for Guest Admission from your school or 
request one from WSU (there is a $20 non-refundable 
guest application processing fee at WSU).
Courses are offered at more than 10 metropolitan 
Detroit locations in a 15 week semester (May 
through August), or two 8 week semesters (May 
through June or July through August).
For information on the Spring/Summer 1990 ses­
sions, call (313) 577-4597, or write:
Wayne State University 
Spring/Summer 1990 
6001 Cass
Detroit, Michigan 48202. w>vr»*ji»ur«v»i«v
THE RENA ISSANCE  LEARNER
SPRINC/SUMMER 1990 • WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Wayn* State University is an Equal Opportunity 'Affirmative Action employer
21 and over 
with proper I.D.
Tues. I0pjn.-I2ajn.
9  drinks
free pizza
Thurs.7pjn.-9pju.
0  drinks
free food 
buffet
438 Bridge St. 
Just West of 131
See MEN p. 15
1 lu- le s t Is W hen?
( l.tsses I oimiiit; Nou 
1 jjl 1-H00-KAI - 11 SI
2627 Kust Ueltline S.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49506 
957-9701
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!
C O -ED  F IT N E S S  C E N TE R
3 Months for $80!
(w/ valid student ID)
u m t A i t o i w  offers:
Nautilus Free Weights 
Suntanning Supplements 
Aerobics equipment
7658 Riverview Drive 
Jenison, Ml 49428
457-1890
H o u r s :
Mon - Fri 5:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m. 
Sat 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Sun 11:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
1618 Leonard NW 
Grand Rapids, Mi 49504
791-9900
Cole Research Inc
ASSISTANT EDITORS
Gale Research Inc., a major publisher 
of reference books for libraries world­
wide, Is seeking candidates for edito­
rial positions to do research and writ­
ing tor our books. Bachelor's degree 
In English, Language or Humanities Is 
highly preferred; college course work 
and Interest In literature of many peri­
ods Is required. Those are entry level 
positions that offer advancement op­
portunities. Our benefit package In­
cludes flexible working hoGrs; medi­
cal, dental, optical and prescription 
drug Insurance, tuition assistance; 
and paid time off between Christmas 
and New Year's. If Interested, please 
send resume, college transcript (If 
available) along with a typewritten, 
nonretumable expository writing 
sample of a Htorary nature (no Journal­
ism articles, poetry or short stories) 
with salary requirements to:
Editorial Positions 
College Recruiters 
GALE RESEARCH, INC 
Penobscot Building 
Detroit, Ml 48226 
An Equal Opportunity Employ* HVF
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biography doesn’t it?), While 
most teams are lucky to have 
three starting pitchers,
SOFTBALL From p. 14 
Offensively, the Laken hit the sive efforts against Wayne State, 
btdl hafd, but coddnotpurto- pring that AorTwis a lack of 
gether any timely hitting, intensity and poor communica-
“Wayne State has tremendous tion on defense, 
hitters and they executed defen- The Lady Lakers will travel to 
sively really weU," commented Owensborough, Ky, Friday to 
McFarland. In order for our play in the Hardy's Touma- 
tearo to beat Wayne State, we ^ ment. They will return to play 
need to play flawless defensively *** host to Lewis University on 
and execute offensively. Thursday April 12 at 3:30 pjn.
Mcfarland wasn't very and Saturday April 14 against 
pleased with the team’s deftn- Ferris State University at 1 p.m.
On a long waiting list?!?
Still undecided about where to live?!?
Worried about not having Fall housing 
secured before leaving for summer
6rand Valley Apartments
We do have apartments 
available for
Tall 1990-91
has the solution:
Choices on 2 Bdrm. Apt. lo r rail
1) $738/month plus electric
2) $760/month includes electric
3) $760/month plus electric
4) $780/month plus electric
Summer Oates 1990
(May 7- August 7)
2 Bdrm. Apt. is only $700 for 
2 people for the entire summer
Call 893-63J1
All Units Completely Furnished
•Virtually Free Apt. Cooling 
•Short Walk to Campus on well-lit Sidewalk 
•Convenient laundry Facilities 
•Large clean Yards 
•Tenant Club House
• f r r i r>tYn>Yr»YrYt*tyrr#’M r •'•'• i
• 'TVS
' ■ .... . ..............' i,
------------- .1 ----------- ------
’
a view
from the ^
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cheap seats
I L I u l By Dave Benner
•Recruiting, point-shaving, 
and steroid scandals provoked 
me to ask GVSU’s own pigskin 
guru, Tom Beck, just what “the 
biggest problem is in today’s 
world of college athletics?’’
“There is more good than bad 
in college athletics, however, 
there are problems. The prob­
lems reflect some of the nega­
tives in our society. The im­
mense pressure to win, the lack 
of sportsmanship, the media 
hype, and the inflated sense of 
value of many coaches and play­
ers are but some of the prob­
lems,’’ Beck said.
•This Week: The National
League East predicted order of 
finish:
1. New York Mets ^
2. Chicago Cubs
3. St. Louis Cardinals
4. Pittsburgh Pirates
5. Philadelphia Phillies
6. Montreal Expos
Though my heart lies with my 
beloved Cubs, my head tells me 
that nothing (not even Godzilla) 
can overcome the Mets’ starting 
pitching...unless, of course, it’s 
clubhouse unrest (i.e. drug re­
hab, paternity suits, making fun 
of teammates in national maga­
zines, etc.- it sounds kind of like 
a plug for Darryl Strawberry's
Dykstra, Hemandgz, Wilson, 
and Carter are all gone as club­
house leaders, so someone has to 
pick up the load. Howard 
Johnson has become a bona fide 
slugger now, Jefferies will come 
closer to realizing his potential, 
and solid Kevin Elster is a plus 
too.
If they don’t get off to a fast 
start, look for heads to roll- 
namely manager Davey 
Johnson’s.
Was the ’89 Cub team a fluke? 
Are Mike Bielecki and Mitch 
Williams really that good? Does 
Andre Dawson have anything 
left? Are last year’s rookies 
going to suffer from the “sopho­
more jinx?" W ill the real 
Shawon Dunston please stand 
up? Will promising prospect 
Mike Harkey come into his 
own? If the answers are all 
“yes,” the Bleacher Bums will 
be rockin’ and rollin’ in August 
again and the Mets will have a 
fight on their hands.
MEN From p. 14 --------------------
efforts'to take a second place 
spoL
Nelson, Schafq, Bloomer and 
Renaldi ran hard in the 4 x 800 
to place iirihc top ten.
In the 4 v 400, Finn, Mikkel- 
son, Van Meier ;md Mull fin­
ished with a fifth place tie in 
3:29.2.
The shuttle hurdle relay team 
of Bob Carries, John Rinehart,
Dave Paschke, and Nederveld 
received first place honors with a 
fine time of 1:01.4.
The shot put trio of Andy 
Henderson, and Kurt Graham 
and Johnson finished strong to 
place in the top ten.
Also, the trio of Mark Cosby, 
Graham, and Johnson finished in 
the top ten.
Joe Skrycki, Johnson and Gra­
ham finished with a third place 
finish with a combination of 
tosses that equalled 388’6-3/4.
The pole vault combo of Rob 
Kurtycz, Cosby and Graham 
went over the bar high enough to 
place fourth with totals of 23’6.
The men finished with 50-1/2 
points to end the day with a fifth 
place overall standing.
WOMEN From p. 14 -________
Pruitt, Cole and Mack got to­
gether to place first and set a 
new meet record.
Although the 4 x 800 team of 
Cole, Yonkers, Terrell, and 
Moore placed second with a 
combined effort of 9:40.8, the 
time was good enough to break 
the GVSU record.
The discus relay set a new
meet relay record with 351*0 
from the combo of Gipe, North, 
and Kelly Swan.
Grand Valley finished first 
with 103 points, Alma grabbed 
second with 79, and Huntington 
of Indiana placed third with 68.
The women will be at home 
Saturday for the Grand Valley 
Invitaionalatllajn.
Peppino's Pizza
We Deliver
895-4308 Good until April 30,1990
\ S ~
H o t  L im e  Sp e c ia l !  
$ 7 - 0 0
14” large pizza with 
two toppings and
two servings 
of Coke Classic®.
+ deposit
-Good any day 
Expires APRIL 27, 1990
DAILY SPECIALS
“La te Nig h t  Special”  $sso
one 12” medium pizza loaded with pepperoni 
and one Coke Classic®.
Valid 9pm till d a t e  
i f  the 
-2 7 . 1990
-Good any day o week 
E x p rc a  APRIL T
“ Wild  W arn spat”s -oo
r .r \A  1 r r w id n  im  t k l c L  r r n c i  m 7 -> aone 12” mediu  thick crust pizza 
loaded with double cheese 
and pepperoni. >
Valid 8pm  till doac 
-Good W cdncaday only 
b x p ro a  A PRIL 27. 1990
“ Thursdat Th r ills  ”
Three 10” small cheese pizzas 
[hat's nght, three 10” small cheese pizzas .. 
additional toppings S1 79 each (tovert all throe ptzzaa )
Valid all day l « i ^
G o o d  Thursday only, 
h x p re a  A PR li. 27 . 1990
“Lakers”  Sk o a l
o n e  14” large pizza loaded 
with pepperoni and smothered 
with double cheese.
Valid 8prn till close
G o o d  F nday and Saturday only 
Subeututioda Available 
K x p r a  APRIL 27, 1990
$ 6 .o o
f f l
Nobody can resist a pizza from 
Domino's Pizza®. Especially 
when it's so easy to get. Just 
pick up the phone and call us. 
We'll deliver a hot, fresh, 
made-to-order pizza to your 
door in 30 minutes or less. 
Guaranteed. Call Domino's Pizza. 
Nobody Delivers Better®.
CALLUS!
895- 9300
DELIVERING FROM OUR JENISON / HUDSONVILLE STORE 
2732 PORT SHELDON ST. (1)669-8800
a (A6
s
I  <
X N
O S
o a
R oommate Special
$ 7 M Deposit
two 10" pizzas 
loaded with pepperoni 
(2) Coke Classics®.
-Good Monday and Tuesday. 
Expires: APRIL 27, 1990
"T"1 » •  o ___ s
WE GUARANTEE SERVICE
Domino's Pizza will deliver a hot. fresh, made- 
to-order pizza to your door in 30 minutes or less 
Guaranteed.* OR IT’S $3.00 OFF your order 
Don't let anyone tell you differently. Call Dom­
ino's Pizza today Nobody Delivers Better®.
"Not valid during adverse weather / road conditions
HQURSi
Sun-Wed 11a.m. 
Thurs - Sat 11a.m.
I a.m. 
3a.m. (OPEN FOR LUNCH)
I____
Couch P o ta to  Combo
$ J .O O
one 12” pan pizza smothered 
with 1/2 lb. of cheese and your choice 
of one topping plus one serving of 
Coke Classic®.
-Good any day.
Expires. APRIL 27. 1990
S uper Suman
tax
two 10” cheese pizzas 
loaded with pepperoni.
-Good ail day Sunday.
-Additional toppings available.
-Not valid with any other offer.
Expires: APRIL 27, 1990
J
L
